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Problem #1: The seven bridges of Konigsberg.

Can you walk through the ity, rossing ea h bridge on e and on e only?

Problem #2: Childhood memories.

Can you draw ea h of the following obje ts in one go,
without lifting the pen or running it twi e over the same spot?
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De nitions:
. A graph is omposed of verti es onne ted together by edges.
. An edge onne ts two verti es (or an make a loop on one vertex), and an be oriented.
. A vertex an have any number of edges atta hed to it (even 0). The number of edges onne ted to

a given vertex is alled the order of this vertex.
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A path is a series of verti es orre tly onne ted by edges (P;A;T;H is a path, P;H;A;T is not).
A losed path is a path in whi h the start vertex is the same as the end vertex.
A path is Eulerian when the path visits ea h edge of the graph on e and on e only.
A path is Hamiltonian when the path visits ea h vertex of the graph on e and on e only.

Proof that problems #1 and #2.b an not be solved:
A path starts on a vertex, in reasing the order of this vertex by 1: +1
+1
A path ends on a vertex, in reasing the order of this vertex by 1:
When the path goes through a vertex, the order of this vertex is in reased by 2:

+1 +1

Thus only the start and end verti es of a path an have an odd order. In 1736, Leonhard Euler found
this and enun iated that a path an visit ea h edge of the graph on e and on e only if and
only if the number of verti es in the graph with an odd order is 0 or 2.

Appli ations of graph theory:
A major and diÆ ult problem of the graph theory is to sear h for the best route in a graph. Best
refers to a mathemati al distan e de ned over the given graph, for example:
. roadmap; distan e is length of travel.
. roadmap; distan e is time (taking speed limits and traÆ into a ount).
. roadmap; distan e is fuel used for the travel.
. onstru tion of an airplane; distan e is number of days for a given sub ontra tor to provide pie es.
. di tionary; distan e is de ned as to have similar words near (di tionnary near di tionary).
. words of same length; distan e is number of modi ations of one letter at a time.
boot
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boar

Fill in the word ladder:
belt

bear

oat
....
....
belt

